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The title of this case is being marked changed to reflect the name JOHN NAYLOR as the true name of that subject and the name EDGARDO ZAPATA as the true name of that subject and to reflect the true name of RICHARD DE BRAM as RICHARD VENANCIO DE BRAM, as reflected on his Alien Registration card.

REFERENCES

New Orleans airtel to Bureau, 3/1/61, entitled, "WILLIAM WAYNE DALZELL; IS - CUBA; IS - GUATEMALA; IS - HONDURAS".

Bureau letter to New Orleans, 3/10/61, entitled, "WILLIAM WAYNE DALZELL; JOHN NAGER; IS - HONDURAS".

New Orleans airtel to the Bureau, 4/13/61, entitled "WILLIAM WAYNE DALZELL, aka.; ET AL; IS - HONDURAS".

New Orleans airtel to the Bureau, 6/6/61, bearing dual caption, "WILLIAM WAYNE DALZELL, aka.; ET AL; IS - HONDURAS; IS - CUBA" and "JOHN KAAFKI, aka.; IS - GERMANY".

New Orleans airtel to the Bureau, 6/9/61, entitled "LIBERATION FORCES OF THE WESTERN HEMISPHERE; IS - CUBA; NEUTRALITY MATTERS", (CO: Dallas).
HOUSTON DIVISION

At Orange, Texas

Will make appropriate inquiries at the U. S. Naval Station (Commander, Texas Group, Atlantic Reserve Fleet), Orange, Texas, regarding the alleged sale of some ten submarines to a company known as "Subsurface Research Group" sometime in May of 1961. If such sale cannot be confirmed by appropriate personnel at the U. S. Naval Station, will determine of such personnel whether or not it would be possible for any private firms to have made such a purchase. If so, appropriate inquiry should be made to determine pertinent data re such a sale and to ascertain whether or not the submarines were considered operational, if not, whether they could reasonably be made operational with a minimum of expense and effort. If the latter be the case, all appropriate details should be developed to determine full identity of purchaser, as well as the anticipated use to be made of such submarines by the purchaser.

NEW ORLEANS DIVISION

At New Orleans, Louisiana

Will interview subject EDGARDO ZAPATA, who has previously been interviewed by the New Orleans Office in connection with another matter.

Will re-interview RICHARD DE BRAM to determine if there actually exists such a person previously referred to by DE BRAM as FRED WATTS, or if this person was confused by DE BRAM with CHARLES WATERS.

INFORMANTS

Identity of Source

NO T-1 is PCI BETTY PARENT

Reviewed by FB/JFK Task Force

On 6/13/77

[ ] Release in full
[ ] Release in part
[ ] Total denial

File Where Located

New Orleans file 137-376-57
New Orleans file 137-376-53
New Orleans file 137-376-65
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SECRET
The title of this case is being marked changed to reflect the name JOHN NAYLOR as the true name of that subject and the name EDGARDO ZAPATA as the true name of that subject and to reflect the true name of RICHARD DE BRAM as RICHARD VENANCIO DE BRAM, as reflected on his Alien Registration card.

REFERENCES

New Orleans airtel to Bureau, 3/1/61, entitled, "WILLIAM WAYNE DALZELL; IS - CUBA; IS - GUATEMALA; IS - HONDURAS".

Bureau letter to New Orleans, 3/10/61, entitled, "WILLIAM WAYNE DALZELL; JOHN NAGER; IS - HONDURAS".

New Orleans airtel to the Bureau, 4/13/61, entitled "WILLIAM WAYNE DALZELL, aka.; ET AL.; IS - HONDURAS".

New Orleans airtel to the Bureau, 6/6/61, bearing dual caption, "WILLIAM WAYNE DALZELL, aka.; ET AL.; IS - HONDURAS; IS - CUBA" and "JOHN KAAPKA, aka.; IS - GERMANY".

New Orleans airtel to the Bureau, 6/8/61, entitled "LIBERATION FORCES OF THE WESTERN HEMISPHERE; IS - CUBA; NEUTRALITY MATTERS", (OO: Dallas).
NO 105-1503

HOUSTON DIVISION

At Orange, Texas

Will make appropriate inquiries at the U. S. Naval Station (Commander, Texas Group, Atlantic Reserve Fleet), Orange, Texas, regarding the alleged sale of some ten submarines to a company known as "Subsurface Research Group" sometime in May of 1961. If such sale cannot be confirmed by appropriate personnel at the U. S. Naval Station, will determine of such personnel whether or not it would be possible for any private firms to have made such a purchase. If so, appropriate inquiry should be made to determine pertinent data re such a sale and to ascertain whether or not the submarines were considered operational, if not, whether they could reasonably be made operational with a minimum of expense and effort. If the latter be the case, all appropriate details should be developed to determine full identity of purchaser, as well as the anticipated use to be made of such submarines by the purchaser.

NEW ORLEANS DIVISION

At New Orleans, Louisiana

Will interview subject EDGARDO ZAPATA, who has previously been interviewed by the New Orleans Office in connection with another matter.

Will re-interview RICHARD DE BRAM to determine if there actually exists such a person previously referred to by DE BRAM as FRED WATTS, or if this person was confused by DE BRAM with CHARLES WATERS.

INFORMANTS

Identity of Source

NO T-1 is PCI BETTY PARENT

File Where Located

New Orleans file 137-376-57
New Orleans file 137-376-53
New Orleans file 137-376-65
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